We feel that through
sourcing, production, and
innovation we can be the
most versatile company you
do business with.

About Us
S-P International began operating as a
manufacturer’s representative for passive
components over thirty years ago. Since
then, through our exclusive representative
agreements and manufacturing partnerships,
Our Mission is to we have grown to offer a complete range
provide business of electronic manufacturing services (EMS).
solutions in any What stemmed from an expertise in product
stage of product sourcing, developed into the ability to offer
development, from cost saving solutions in every stage of
concept to production product development, including concept
to distribution. design, manufacturing, and even complete
turn key production. Our various EMS
Our mission is divisions offer OEMs the ability to lower
simple: we want to their production costs, without jeopardizing
be the best and most the quality and product standards that
versatile company have made them successful in their
you do business with. individual markets.
We feel that through sourcing, production,
and innovation we can be the most
versatile company you do business with.

COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE
W HY CHOOS E US ?
Strategic Procurement

Time to Market

Our procurement process relies on identifying the right
suppliers, negotiating the best contracts, and executing
agreements to ensure the best products at the best prices.

New Product Introduction (NPI) is the cornerstone of
successful companies. Through our comprehensive supply
chain services, SPI helps eliminate the hurdles for OEMs
in new product design, prototyping, and production. Using
streamline software we are able to stay focused on our
customer’s timelines and requirements and can adapt to
lead-time and engineering changes by implementing
fast-track processes for NPI purchasing and logistics.

Our global supply chain capabilities and integrated solutions
are customized to each individual customer. We carefully
assess the needs and requirements and take into account
both traditional procurement goals such as price, quality,
and proximity, but also take into account less traditional
concerns such as flexibility and the supply line authenticity.

Manufacturing Solutions
By understanding the product life cycle of our customers,
our procurement staff can focus on reducing costs,
accelerating the time to market and streamlining the supply
chain process. This foresight also allows us to plan for
unexpected production costs.
We except nothing but the highest quality standards and
performance from our preferred global supplier network
Our supply chain systems allow us to offer competitive
pricing and flexibility, while at the same time mitigating
inventory risk. Through consolidated component shipments
from our supplier base, we have total control of our total
landed cost, lead times, and assurance of supply and
technology trends. This enables us to free up more working
capital for our customers.

Choosing a contract manufacturing partner who will provide
the best resources and expertise depends entirely on your
production goals. Whether you require low cost, high
volume runs or high-end prototyping, our CM partners
around the globe can offer any solution depending on the
goals of your company.
Our solutions are tailored specifically for each customer to
reduce their time to market and keep them competitive in
their respective industries. We work with our customers to
prioritize and identify new opportunities for cost reduction
while maintaining quality control.

Partnerships
Having been in business for over thirty years, we take great
pride in the relationships we build with both our customers
and suppliers. The core of our longevity stems from
open communication between all channels and results in
providing our customers a smooth and seamless production
forecast or in the case of new product development, a
seamless time to market.

EMS
E LE C T R ON I C MAN UFAC T UR I N G S E R V I C E S

From design and tooling to
warehousing, SPI has all of
the necessary resources to
drastically cost reduce plastic
molding requirements.

Custom Plastic Molding
From design and tooling to warehousing,
SPI has all of the necessary resources
to drastically cost reduce plastic molding
requirements. By partnering with world
class suppliers for tool components,
production equipment and raw material, we
can facilitate every stage of any
custom project.
Utilizing the resources of our off-shore
supplier base, in addition to our Canadian
based warehousing facilities, allows us to
address our customer’s design, tooling,
manufacturing and inventory needs.
Whether it is a basic housing module, or a
custom item specific to your application,
SPI is also willing to make the necessary
inventory commitment to service your
JIT requirements.

Custom Cable Assembly
SPI can supply a wide variety of custom cables to meet your specific project requirements.
Whether it is a simple length of pre-cut wire, flat cable, ribbon cable or a multiple wire type
cable, let SPI quote you on your next cable design. Kingfont connectors will mate perfectly
with your existing Molex, Tyco\Amp, Samtec, etc, connectors.
All products are fully RoHS compliant.
SPI cable and harness assembly capabilities include:
• Fiber optics: SC, FC, ST, LC (standard, tuned), MTRJ (PC, Ultra PC, Flat, APC)
• RF Cables: Flexible coaxial assemblies (single, double shielded) semi-rigid assemblies
(DC-40GHz, complex bend configurations)
• Custom I/O cables: Complex harness assembly, discrete wire harnesses, IDC, crimp,
solder, mixed signal, power assemblies
• High-speed copper: HSSDC, HIPPI-1x (4x, 12x), Infiniband, fiber channel, ISCSI 10Ge
• Overmolded interconnect solutions: Smart cables, Dsub, special purpose assembly,
power, DIN assembly
• Engineering design: 3D CAD (Pro-E, Pro-cabling,
Pro-Harnessing), high-speed testing and modeling, EMC testing, process development,
component selection and specification

Contract Manufacturing
As our economy evolves into a more global and
competitive market-place, outsourcing is becoming more
of a reality than an option. Over the past ten years, we
have seen an increase in our customer’s desire to establish
off-shore contract manufacturing for their cost sensitive
products. By aligning ourselves with an excellent business
partner in China (Pylon International) we have been able to
facilitate this transition.
They are a state of the art manufacturer that has a world
wide reputation of providing consistent quality, quick
response and extremely competitive rates. They have the
latest in SMT technology and have implemented the SAP
ERP, and Toyota Lean Manufacturing Process, to ensure
quality control and maximum productivity.
Pylon’s management and employees are highly trained
and educated, which ensures timely communication and
flexibility during every stage of production. If you are
thinking about exploring off shore manufacturing give us a
call and allow us to participate in choosing the right partner
and making that transition as easy as possible.

Supply Chain Management
In addition to contract manufacturing, SPI also provides
complete Supply Chain Management as a value added
service. In compliance with the build of materials, SPI
sources, purchases, and stocks all approved products and
components, therefore, controlling the entire supply-chain
to the Contract Manufacturer.
This in turn, absorbs lead times, and ensures that all
finished product meets every delivery schedule as outlined
by the customer. By managing the shipping of both the
incoming components as well as the finished product, we
can essentially provide a total off-shore logistic solution.
This service allows our customer to leave the entire offshore production in the hands of one company, and gives
them the ability to determine their level of involvement in
the production process.

The best phone call I have ever made! SP international
attacked our growing supply chain needs and continues
to deliver cost reductions year after year.
Franco Chirico
EVP - Passtime USA

Yorkville Sound had a requirement
for a wide variety of well made and
reliable cables that would stand up
to the abuse that our equipment can
sometimes take. SPI was able to
supply these custom cables at a very
competitive cost and in a timely manor.
We continue to use SPI for our new
cable requirements and appreciate the
personal service that we get from our
account representative. It’s a pleasure
doing business with SPI.
Peter Mourtos
P.E. Director Yorkville Sound

SPI is a very responsive and
cost competitive supplier for
both standard and custom
components. Creating custom
components is a quick
process, once the product
is approved the supply chain
management and quality has
been excellent.
James Puritch
VP of Reliable Controls

Working with SPI to
establish offshore suppliers
for our products has made
the whole process much
less intimidating.
Brad Smithson
CEO - Bright Design Solutions

SUPPLIER LINE CARD
ADDA CORPORATION

DINKLE INTERNATIONAL

PIHER

VARITRONIX

Fans, blowers & accessories

Terminal blocks & accessories

Potentiometers, encoders, position

LCD displays

sensors & rotary switches.

ADELS CONTACTS

DUNBAR

Ballast, screw, transformer &

Heat shrink tubing products

plugable connectors &

VIKING ELECTRONICS
PYLON INTERNATIONAL

Power inductors, Passive

Contract board assembly

components, precision MELF

connecting systems

EVERCOM
COMMUNICATION

ANTENOVA

Wireless LAN antennas, mobile

SWITRONICS INDUSTRIAL
CORPORATION

WALSIN TECHNOLOGY
CORPORATION

Solid state directional and

cellular antennas, GPS

Rocker, toggle, pushbutton, SMD

Passive components, MLCC,

steerable antennas, GPS,

antennas, etc.

and key switches

varistors, tantalum, ceramic

G-LUXON

SANNOHM®

Electrolytic capacitors, SMD and

SMD, metal film, metal oxide,

through hole

sip resistors

SANYO-OHM®

BROADLAKE

GANG SONG
ELECTRONICS CO. LTD

Heat sinks

RF Inductors, common mode choke

composition resistors

RF, Cellular

BOMAR CRYSTAL
COMPANY

chip capacitors

Crystals & Oscillators

Electronical and electronic terminal

CHILISIN ELECTRONICS

blocks & modules

Carbon film & carbon

coils, power inductors, coils

WINSLOW ADAPTICS
Machine pin IC sockets,

SANYO-CAP®

Chip inductors, ferrite chip beads,

GOODWORK

Disc, axial lead, monolithic and

chokes, emi filters, emi cords &

Diodes, TVs & bridge rectifiers

multiplayer ceramic capacitors

ITALTRONICS

SHINMEI

Plastics & enclosures

Miniature relays, solenoids

ferrite cords

CS BRIGHT

WECO ELECTRICAL
CONNECTORS INC.

development boards & adapters

YAGEO CORPORATION
Chip resistors, resistor networks,

LED’s and LED displays

hybrid circuits

and switches

YOKO TECHNOLOGY
CORPORATION

CIT RELAYS & SWITCHES

JHD (SHENZEN JINGHUA
DISPLAYS CO. LTD)
Custom LCD, touch panel & TFT

SONG LONG
ELECTRONICS

B&W, colour & infrared cameras

Relays & switches

displays (COB & SMT, COG & TAB)

Varistors

YU CHANG

Fuses & accessories

KINGFONT
PRECISION IND.

SUNGHO ELECTRONICS

DAVID ELECTRONICS
CO. LTD.

Custom connectors, housings &

CONQUER ELECTRONICS

Box style film caps
Resin dipped film capacitors

RF connectors and

terminals, cables

TH CONTACT
(SAIA-BURGESS)

harness & connectors for cumputer

LORLIN SWITCH

Panel switches and

and communication industry,

Rotary, pushbutton, slide switches

switch assemblies

hdmi cables

& D-sub connectors

DIGITRAN / XCEL
Digital switch products,

PAN OVERSEAS
ELECTRONICS

thumbwheel switches, keyboard

Multiplayer ceramic, ceramic chip,

Smart card connector, cables, wire

ceramic and tantalum capacitors.

ZARGO TECHNOLOGIES

UNITOP ELECTRONICS
CO LTD.
RF, DIN and scart connectors

cable solutions

S-P International Head Office
650–3711 North Fraser Way
Burnaby, B.C. V5J 5J2
(604) 324-4811 • FAX (604) 324-3184
email: info@s-pintl.com
Eastern Region Sales Office
200–550 Alden Road
Markham, Ontario L3R 6A8
(905) 475-5305 • FAX (905) 475-5462
email: acbaier@s-pintl.com

S-P International / HTC Ltd.
Etizenya Bldg, No. 1-6, 1-Chome
Kyobassi, Chuo-Ku – Tokyo, Japan
S-P International / HTC Ltd.
3F-1 No. 52 Sec 2
Chung Shang N. Rd. – Taipei, Taiwan
S-P International / HTC Ltd.
21-23A Prat Avenue
8/F. Polly Commercial Building
Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon – Hong Kong

Sourcing Production and Innovation is a division of

www.s-pintl.com

